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take a look at the building in the middle of the
photo for the a high-end test lab for a new skin
treatment. it appears to be a strange, beautiful

creature but the moment you approach you
realize that this creature is actually a man in a suit
who is about to be glued to another man! we are
introduced to the make-up department. they are
preparing a skin that will change people's lives
forever! this will be very very high in standing

when it comes to my theories in the near future.
the teaser trailer of this movie is above. this has a
very good presentation with the characters cast.

there is a sense of mystery that is not overdone. it
is said that all the human activity is linked through
an entity called the herbie. this entity can only be
accessed by certain beings. the movie has many

twists and turns. i liked the film and would
recommend it to all. my favourite was sandajan

and julie both the characters and the cute
comedic moments were good in this movie i gave
4-1/2 stars. the acting is very good also. anytime

you have two dynamic characters give them
different personalities it's a good idea. sandajan

seemed more defensive and julie more loquacious.
the chemistry between the two was quite obvious.
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i liked the different set ups for their scenes (one
cop - one clueless relative, sandajan - wilbur, etc.)

this was done well, especially since the scenes
were quite different. this was done superbly - i just

wish the screenwriter could have done more
before she was distracted by her scenes with

seyfried. the art of screenwriting is a craft. this
film does not flow properly. the character's inner
thoughts are not given. there are times when you

should have felt tired of the character but you
keep feeling the same. that was a bit

disappointing. i give this only two stars.
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i was crying and laughing so hard with the
excellent acting. i thoroughly enjoyed the story. i
laughed out loud and shouted with excitement
and thought that if only life were this simple. i

found it difficult to speak while i was watching this
movie. i think that this movie is realistic and that

is why i love it so much. i loved the way that it
connected with my senses as well as my

emotions. i personally think that this movie is the
finest piece of art that i have ever come across. i
think that this movie is really well written, so well
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written that, it is better than the actual movie.
pitch perfect was another choice word throughout
the night, and they didn't disappoint. at the very

end of thankful, in a final twist, they sang it's your
love, the song that evolved in the setting of

"rushed freedom" from ghost town, which they co-
wrote and performed on the evening's previous

broadcast. i wasn't thinking about a former record.
i was thinking about thankful to have live, just

once, around a person who stands in your shoes
and has the capacity to reach out and touch your
heart in moments of angst. in a way, in a moment
of performing a song that will last forever, to end
the night with another record that for me also will

last forever, that's a powerful thank you to the
audience. the real surprise was "tough," from the

album jekyll + hyde. this will be one of those
songs from the high school band that nobody

knows the name of. i know it. it's a show stopper.
but it was delivered with such passion, it felt like

an anthem, a song you'd have at your next rally in
protest. it has the potential to be an anthem like it

was written by billy joel. for this venue, it is the
perfect anthem."thank you to the people who

helped make my show such a success," he said.
5ec8ef588b
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